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Laser interferometer with picometer precision is a key technology in the space gravitational wave detection. Many
interferometry strategies have been put forward for the multiple purposes in the past 10 yr. We propose a new
interferometry method, called constant amplitude modulation (CAM) heterodyne interferometry. Differently, the
CAM provides an optical pilot tone (OPT) for the noise correction theme. Compared with the analog pilot tone, the
OPT can record and correct more noises, such as the analog to digital converter sampling jitter, the photodetector
noise and the analog front-end noise. From the discussion, the modulated depth φmodulate = 1.375 rad and the
power ratio of the beam split n = 0.432 are the best choice for the CAM-modulated parameter. Moreover, a sim-
ulated case has been implemented for the verification of the CAM strategy. Therefore, the CAM gives us another
excellent choice in the optical design of the interferometer. ©2022Optica PublishingGroup

https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.456944

1. INTRODUCTION

Using the laser interferometry to measure the tiny displace-
ment with picometer precision is a key technique in the space
gravitational wave detection, such as the laser interferometer
space antenna (LISA) [1] and the Taiji program [2]. Compared
with the traditional heterodyne interferometry, several types of
interferometry strategies [3,4], such as the digitally enhanced
interferometry (DeI) [5–7], the deep phase modulation (DPM)
[8] interferometry, and the deep frequency modulation (DFM)
[9,10] interferometry have been proposed to measure multiple
targets or simplify the complexity of the laser interferometer
in the past 10 yr [11]. Through deeply modulating the phase
of one interferometer arm, the beat note of the DPM can form
multitones, which include the optical length information [8].
Similarly, the DFM deeply modulates the frequency of the
laser to form the same multitones as the DPM [9]. Differently,
multitones of the DFM only appear when the two arm lengths
of the interferometer are unequal. The phase extraction method
of the DPM and the DFM is more complicated [12] and totally
different with the digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) [13,14]
algorithm, which has been widely adopted in the space gravi-
tational wave detection missions [15]. Based on the traditional
interferometry, the DeI uses the electro-optic modulator to
modulate the pseudorandom noise (PRN) code to the laser
beam [6]. The PRN code gives the DeI ability to distinguish the
motion of multitargets in the road of the beam transfer.

In this paper, we propose a new interferometry strategy,
called the constant amplitude modulation (CAM) heterodyne

interferometry. The CAM is an optimized choice of the deep
amplitude modulation. Compared with typical heterodyne
interferometry, the CAM deeply modulates the amplitude
of one laser beam. Importantly, the CAM provides an optical
signal, which is related to the modulated rf source and not to
the optical path noise. That is to say, the CAM gives an optical
pilot tone OPT for the theme of the noise correction, which is
different with the rf analog pilot tone [13]. The OPT not only
can calibrate the analog to digital converter (ADC) sampling
jitter, but also can calibrate the noise of the photodetector and
the analog front-end noise. Moreover, the phasemeter of the
DPLL architecture also can be used in the CAM, which has
been proven as the most suitable method for the space laser
interferometer [15]. In the following, the theory of the CAM
interferometry is first discussed. Then, the parameter of the
CAM is discussed and given. Finally, a simulation case of the
CAM is shown.

2. THEORY

For better explaining the CAM strategy, the typical optical
layout is shown in Fig. 1. The amplitude modulation of a laser
beam is always implemented by an electro-optic amplitude
modulator (EOAM), which utilizes the character of the Mach–
Zehnder interferometer. Changing the electric field on the
phase modulating path of the EOAM will control the power of
the exiting light. Therefore, the CAM is a more complex DPM
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Fig. 1. Typical optical layout of the CAM interferometry. Beam
splitter (BS), reflector (R), acoustic-optical modulator (AOM),
photodetector (PD), and phase modulation (PM).

interferometer, which is the interference of three beams in the
ending beat note.

In Fig. 1, one laser beam is first split into two by a BS. Then,
one of the beams EBeam1 is frequency shifted with the value of f0

by an AOM, and the other beam EBeam2 is amplitude modulated
by an EOAM with the frequency fmodulate. The output beam
modulated by the EOAM is the combination of two beams
EEOAM1 and EEOAM2. Lastly, three beams are interfered with
each other. Assuming the value of the laser frequency is f , and
three components of the interferometer could be described as

E Interference = EBeam1 + EEOAM1 + EEOAM2

EBeam1 = ABeam1 cos
(
2π( f + f0)t + φlaserjitter + φpath1

)
EEOAM1 = ABeam2

/√
2 cos

(
2π f t + φlaserjitter + φpath2

)
EEOAM2 = ABeam2

/√
2 cos

(
2π f t + φlaserjitter

+ φpath2 + Smodulate
)
,

(1)

where E Interference, EBeam1, EBeam2, EEOAM1, EEOAM2 are the
electric field of the related laser beam, respectively. ABeam1

and ABeam2 are the amplitude of the beam EBeam1 and EBeam2.
φlaserjitter is the frequency jitter of the laser beam. φpath1 and
φpath2 represent the optical path noise of two arms of the
interferometer in Fig. 1. Smodulate = φoffset + φmodulate cos
(2π fmodulatet + φm0), where the φoffset, φmodulate, and φm0 are
the offset, amplitude, and initial phase of the phase modulation
of the EOAM.

Therefore, the detected power by the PD of the
interferometer can be written as

Pout ∝ E Interference
2

Pout = A2
Beam1

/
2+ A2

Beam2

/
2

+ ABeam1 ABeam2

/√
2 cos

(
2π f0t +

(
φpath1 − φpath2

))
+ ABeam1 ABeam2

/√
2 cos

 2π f0t +
(
φpath1 − φpath2

)
−(

φoffset + φmodulate

cos
(
2π fmodulate + φm0

))


+ A2
Beam2

/
2 cos

(
φoffset + φmodulate cos

(
2π fmodulatet + φm0

))
.

(2)

Equation (2) can be represented in terms of intensity, which is
recorded as

Pout = IBeam1 + IBeam2 +
√

2IBeam1 IBeam2 cos(ϕ)

+

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 cos

(
ϕ−(
φoffset+

φmodulate cos(ϕm)

))

+ IBeam2 cos
(
φoffset + φmodulate cos(ϕm)

)
= IBeam1 + IBeam2 +

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 cos(ϕ)

+

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 cos

(
ϕ − φoffset

)
· cos

(
φmodulate cos(ϕm)

)
+

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 sin

(
ϕ − φoffset

)
· sin

(
φmodulate cos(ϕm)

)
+ IBeam2 cos φoffset · cos

(
φmodulate cos(ϕm)

)
− IBeam2 sin φoffset · sin

(
φmodulate cos(ϕm)

)
= IBeam1 + IBeam2 +

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 cos(ϕ)

+

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 cos

(
ϕ − φoffset

)
· J0(φmodulate)

+

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2

2
∞∑

n=1

 Jn(φmodulate) cos

(
ϕ − φoffset

+n π

2

)
· cos(n(ϕm + π))


+ IBeam2 cos φoffset · J0(φmodulate)

+ IBeam2

(
2
∞∑

n=1

(
Jn(φmodulate) sin

(
(n + 1) π2 + φoffset

)
· cos(nϕm)

))
,

(3)

where IBeam1 and IBeam2 are the powers of two laser beams
after the first BS; ϕ = 2π f0t + (φpath1 − φpath2) and
ϕm = 2π fmodulatet + φm0, Jn(φmodulate) represent the Bessel
function, respectively.

From Eq. (3), there are three types of signals in the last beat
note: the main signal SCarrier, the modulated signal, and its
harmonics SModulate and the mixed part of the above signal SMix,
which can be expressed by

SCarrier =

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 ·

(
(1+ cos φoffset J0(φmodulate))

2

+(sin φoffset · J0(φmodulate))
2

)
cos(ϕ − θ)

SMix =
√

2IBeam1 IBeam2

2
∞∑

n=1

 Jn(φmodulate) cos

(
ϕ − φoffset

+n π

2

)
· cos(n(ϕm + π))



SModulate = IBeam2

(
2
∞∑

n=1

(
Jn(φmodulate) sin

(
(n + 1) π2 + φoffset

)
· cos(nϕm)

))
,

(4)

where

θ = arccos(
1+ cos φoffset J0(φmodulate)√

(1+ cos φoffset J0(φmodulate))
2
+ (sin φoffset · J0(φmodulate))

2

)
.
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From Eq. (4), the main signal SCarrier obtains the optical path
information of the interferometer. Its amplitude is related with
IBeam1, IBeam2, φoffset, and φmodulate. The modulation signal only
has the information φm0 of the modulated rf signal, which has
no relationship with noises of the optical path. Therefore, the
modulation signal SModulate gives an ideal choice of the OPT for
the theme of the common-mode noise correction, which will
be discussed in the following subsection. The mixed part SMix

contains the optical path and the phase information φm0 of the
modulated signal implemented on the EOAM.

A. Optical Pilot Tone

The pilot tone is a kind of signal to correct the ADC sampling
jitter noise in the phase measurement. Traditionally, an analog
signal is added to the tested signal by a power combiner with the
different frequency before the ADC sampling. The sampling
noise is recorded, which is proportional to the frequency value
of the signal. Moreover, the pilot tone not only can correct
the jitter of the ADC sampling, but also the analog frontend
noise of phasemeter. However, noises, which have the different
transfer paths of the main signal and the analog pilot tone,
cannot be rejected, such as the rf coaxial cable and the photo-
detector. Differently, compared with the analog pilot tone, the
OPT mainly has two advantages: (1) The OPT has the same
transfer path as the main signal, which leads to that almost all
common-mode noises can be rejected. (2) The analog circuits
of the power combiner/splitter, which add the analog signal to
the main signal, can be removed. Fewer analog chips mean less
imported noise. Therefore, The OPT is an ideal choice for the
common-mode noise reject theme.

Back to Eq. (4), SModulate meets such characteristics of OPT.
There are many tones of higher harmonics in the signal. The
higher amplitude and lower frequency of the OPT are preferred.
So, n = 1 is the best choice of the OPT in Eq. (4). For the largest
amplitude, the following expression should be satisfied:

sin (π + φoffset)=±1.

In the paper, we set φoffset =−π/2. Therefore, the OPT is
written as

SOPT = 2IBeam2 J1(φmodulate) · cos(ϕm).

The amplitude of the OPT is proportional to IBeam2 and
J1(φmodulate). Moreover, Eq. (4) is simplified as

SCarrier =

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2 ·

(
1+ J 2

0 (φmodulate)
)

cos
(
ϕ − θ

)
SMix =

√
2IBeam1 IBeam2

2
∞∑

n=1

 Jn(φmodulate) cos

(
ϕ +

(n + 1) π2

)
· cos(n(ϕm + π))



SModulate = IBeam2

(
2
∞∑

n=1

(
Jn(φmodulate) sin

(
n π

2

)
· cos(nϕm)

))
,

(5)

where θ = arccos

(
1√

1+J 2
0 (φmodulate)

)
.
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Fig. 2. Typical diagram of the DPLL architecture. Phase accumu-
lator (PA), look-up table (LUT), numerically controlled oscillator
(NCO), phase increment register (PIR), proportional integral (PI),
and low-pass filter (LPF).

B. Phase Readout

From Eq. (4), we can find out that the signal of the CAM strat-
egy is similar to the traditional heterodyne interferometry.
Differently, there are multitones in the last signal. Therefore,
the DPLL phase meter which is widely used in the space inter-
ferometer also can be used in the phase extraction of the CAM
[16–18]. The typical diagram of the DPLL is shown in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2, the DPLL consists of the NCO, the PIR, the
multiplier, the LPF, and the PI controller. If the loop is locked,
the DPLL is worked in the linear range. Through reading the
PIR and PA values, the frequency and phase fluctuations is
obtained, which is called the frequency readout and the PA read-
out. Through the readout of I , the amplitude of the tested signal
is obtained in the end. By setting a proper initial frequency of the
NCO, the DPLL can distinguish different tones in the signal.

C. Auxiliary Functions

The CAM utilizes the EOAM to modulate the amplitude of the
laser, which changes the electric field on the phase modulating
path. Therefore, the PRN and the communication code can
also be encoded through the EOAM. The PRN code gives the
CAM the ability to distinguish the multitargets in the laser
transfer road [5,6,19]. The CAM not only can give an OPT for
the noise rejection, but also can extend other auxiliary func-
tions. Therefore, it is a good candidate for the design of optical
layout in the gravitational wave detection mission, such as Taiji
and LISA.

3. MODULATED PARAMETER OF CAM

The CAM is the best choice of the deep amplitude modulation.
So, the modulated parameters, such as the modulation depth,
the split ratio, and the modulated frequency selection, will be
discussed in the following.

A. Modulation Depth

From Eq. (5), the amplitude of the SCarrier and the SOPT

are
√

2IBeam1 IBeam2 · (1+ J 2
0 (φmodulate)) and 2IBeam2 J1

(φmodulate), respectively. For the phase measurement, different
amplitude represents different signal-to-noise ratios, which
leads to the different measurement noise floor. Therefore, the
similar amplitude of two signals is required.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the amplitude and the modulation
depthφmodulate.

The ratio of two amplitude R ′s can be expressed by

R =
√

2IBeam1 IBeam2 ·
(
1+ J 2

0 (φmodulate)
)/
(2IBeam2 J1(φmodulate))

=

√
n
2
·

√(
1+ J 2

0 (φmodulate)
)/

J1(φmodulate),

(6)

where n = IBeam1/IBeam2 is the power splitting ratio of the beam
splitter. From Eq. (6), R is related to n and the modulation
depth φmodulate. If we want to obtain a similar amplitude, R
should be around 1. So, the following relationship is obtained:

n = 2
J 2

1 (φmodulate)

1+ J 2
0 (φmodulate)

. (7)

We also want to obtain the highest amplitude of the main sig-
nal and the OPT signal. The amplitude of the main signal can be
expressed by

A=
√

2IBeam1 IBeam2 ·
(
1+ J 2

0 (φmodulate)
)

=

√
2
(
1+ J 2

0 (φmodulate)
)
· I

√
n

1+ n

= 2I
J1(φmodulate) ·

(
1+ J 2

0 (φmodulate)
)

1+ J 2
0 (φmodulate)+ 2J1

2(φmodulate)
. (8)

For convenience of calculations, normalized processing is
adopted during the conversion from the laser power intensity
to the output voltage of photodetector. Various sources of loss
and gain in the system, such as the quantum efficiency and the
amplifier gain, have been ignored. Importantly, the processing
of normalization does not affect the optimal value analysis of
modulation depth. Therefore, assuming the laser power I = 1,
the relationship between the amplitude and the modulation
depth is shown in Fig. 3.

From Eq. (8) and Fig. 3, the preferred modulated parameter
of the CAM are the amplitude= 0.7505 and φmodulate = 1.375
rad, respectively. In this condition, the power ratio of the beam
split n = 0.432. Considering the accurate values of φmodulate

and n are hard to achieve, a 1% error of amplitude ratio R is

acceptable in the actual experiment. From Eq. (6), the permis-
sive ranges ofφmodulate and n are 1.367–1.383 and 0.427–0.437,
respectively.

B. Nonlinearity

From the former discussion, the best modulation depth is
1.375 rad, which is deep enough. So, the nonlinearity of the
CAM should be discussed. Figure 4 gives the relationship
between Jn(φmodulate) and n with different modulation depths
φmodulate.

In Fig. 4, the higher harmonics cannot be ignored with
the modulation depth becoming large. If the modulated
phase= 1.375 rad, at least, three harmonics cannot be ignored.
In this condition, the amplitude spectrum of the heterodyne
signal is given by Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, the nonlinearity of the CAM signal becomes
more and more obvious along with the modulation depth
enlarge. There are, at least, nine frequency signals in the last
beat note, including the main part, the OPT, and its higher
harmonics, and the mixed part of the above signal. The phase
meter should face multitones, and those tones are not mixed
with each other. Moreover, the DPLL should have the ability
to distinguish the tones. The capture frequency of the DPLL
is written as FLoop. If the difference of two frequencies is small
than this value, the DPLL cannot distinguish with each other.
Therefore, the proper selection of f0 and fmodulate should be
discussed.

C. Modulated Frequency

In the CAM, there are three types of frequency f0, n fmodulate,
and f0 ± n fmodulate in the ending signal. To avoid the overlap
of different frequencies, there are several limitations in the
selection of frequencies,

| f0 − n fmodulate| ≥ FLoop

| fmodulate − ( f0 + n fmodulate)| ≥ FLoop

| fmodulate − ( f0 − n fmodulate)| ≥ FLoop

fmodulate� FLoop

f0� FLoop, (9)
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Fig. 4. Relationship of n and Jn with different modulation depths.
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amplitude modulation.
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where n = 1− 3, FLoop ≥ 0, fmodulate ≥ 0. Equation (9) can be

simplified as

| f0 − n fmodulate| ≥ FLoop

fmodulate� FLoop

f0� FLoop. (10)

FLoop is always around the order of 10 kHz. f0 is always about

2–20 MHz in the space mission [15]. fmodulate is always set as

two to five times smaller than f0.

4. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

As to investigate the performance of the CAM interferometry
strategy, a simulated case has been implemented as shown in
Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, an implementable optical layout for the TM read-
out is displayed. The optical layout mainly has two parts: a
modulated part and an optical bench. A laser beam is first
split into two, and then frequency shifted by two AOMs with
different values. One of the beams further passes through an
EOAM. Then, two modulated beams are imported into the
optical bench by the optical fiber. Through different lens, two
interferometers are formed: one for the reference and the other
for the TM measurement. f0, fmodulate,φmodulate, and n are set as
10, 3 MHz, and 1.375 rad, 0.432, respectively. According to the
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optical layout, the simulated program diagram by MATLAB of
the simulation case is shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 7, the simulation is based on the actual physical proc-
ess where all possible noises are considered in the program.
Beam A and beam B express the laser beams after AOMs with
different frequency values. Then, beam A is amplitude modu-
lated by the EOAM, driven by the rf signal. The crystal of the
EOAM (LiNbO3) and the following optical fiber are easily
affected by the environment, such as the temperature and the
vibration. Paths A–D are the corresponding optical path shown
in Fig. 6. Path noises are also produced by the environment
of the optical bench. The whole lens is installed in one plate,
which has an ultralow expansion coefficient (Invar steel or
Zerodur). Therefore, the common mode noise, such as the
thermal or the vibration, can be well rejected. The information
of the TM motion can be well obtained. In the simulation, a
sinusoidal motion with 0.05 Hz has been given to the TM.
The photodetector is a device to transfer the interferometric
signal into the electric signal, which will introduce the shot noise
(2π × 10−7 rad/Hz1/2) and electronic noise. The analog front
end is mainly composed of the antialiasing filter, the rf amplifier,
the rf transformer, the transmission line, etc. The phase response
of the signal in the analog circuits is easily influenced by the
environmental temperature. The sampling jitter is produced by
the ADC sampling jitter (1 to 2 ps/Hz1/2) and can be rejected
by the pilot tone.

Results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 8.
From Fig. 8, the main signal (red line) records all informa-

tion, including optical path noises, shot noise, the noise of the
PD, the analog frontend noise, and the sampling jitter. Before
the OPT correction, the limited noises of the main signal are
the sampling jitter and the thermal noise of the optical bench.
Sampling jitter mainly dominates the noise in the frequency
range of 0.1 and 10 Hz. Thermal noise restricts the performance
in the frequency below 0.1 Hz. The TM motion is also sub-
merged below the noise floor. The OPT (blue line) only records
the noise of the PD, the analog frontend noise, and the ADC
sampling jitter. Comparing the main signal with OPT, the noise
level of lines linearly enlarges with the frequency value increas-
ing. It is because that the part noise of the PD, the thermal drift
noise of the analog frontend and the ADC sampling jitter are
linearly enlarged with the frequency increasing. Using the OPT
to correct the result of the main signal (black line), the limited
noise in the frequency of 0.01 and 10 Hz is changed to shot noise
(2π × 10−7 rad/Hz1/2). But the limited noise in the frequency
below 0.01 Hz is the remained thermal noise of optical bench,
which is the differential mode part. Importantly, the informa-
tion of TM motion has appeared. Therefore, the phenomenon
of the simulation agrees with Eq. (5) and verifies the validity of
the CAM strategy.
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5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, the CAM interferometry strategy has been
proposed and discussed. Compared with other interferom-
etry methods, the CAM has fewer sidebands, and the phase
extraction method can be inherited from the DPLL struc-
ture. Importantly, the CAM interferometry offers the OPT
for the further noise correction theme. Compared with the
rf analog pilot tone, the OPT not only can correct the ADC
sampling jitter, but also noises of the PD and the analog front-
end noise (including the rf coaxial cable). From the discussion,
φmodulate = 1.375, the power ratio of the BS n = 0.432 is the
best choice of the CAM-modulated parameter. Moreover, a
simulated case has been implemented for the verification of the
CAM. In the next, the demonstrated experiment of the CAM
heterodyne interferometry will be prepared and implemented
for further research.
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